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1. *Regulatory breakdown: the crisis of confidence in U.S. regulation*
   KF1600.R437 2012

CIVIL PROCEDURE

2. Bronner, Ethan
   *Battle for justice: how the Bork nomination shook America*
   Omaha, Nebraska: Notable Trials Libraray, c2012. [13], 383 p. 25 cm.
   KF8742.B743 2012

3. Jenkins, John A
   *The partisan: the life of William Rehnquist*
   KF8745.R44 J46 2012

4. *Appellate practice compendium*
   2 volumes 26 cm.
   KF9050.A9458 2012

CIVIL RIGHTS

5. Baker, H. Robert
   *Prigg v. Pennsylvania: slavery, the Supreme Court, and the ambivalent constitution*
   Lawrence, Kan.: University Press of Kansas, c2012. xii, 202 p. 23 cm.
   KF228.P745 B35 2012

6. Houston, Charles Hamilton, 1895-1950
   *Charles H. Houston: an interdisciplinary study of civil rights leadership*
   KF4757.H66 2012
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

7    Amar, Akhil Reed
     _America's unwritten constitution : the precedents and principles we live by_
     KF4541 .A875 2012

8    Legal responses to religious practices in the United States : accommodation and its limits
     KF4783 .L44 2012

CRIMINAL LAW

9    Pate, Matthew
     _Corporal punishment around the world_
     K5103 .P38 2012

EMPLOYMENT LAW

10   Matthies, Carl F
     _Issues in policing : identifying barriers to diversity in law enforcement agencies_
     11 pages : illustrations (some color) 28 cm.
     HV8143 .M38 2012

ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

11   Davies, A. C. L. (Anne C. L.)
     _EU labour law_
     KJE2855 .D38 2012

12   Evaluation of the Arkansas tobacco settlement program : progress through 2011
     KFA3844 .T63 E92 2012

FOREIGN AND COMPARATIVE LAW

13   Pate, Matthew
     _Corporal punishment around the world_
     K5103 .P38 2012
14. Fernández de Casadevante Romani, Carlos
   *International law of victims*
   K5572 .F47 2012

15. Mousourakis, George
   *Fundamentals of Roman private law*
   KJA147 .M687 2012

16. Hodges, Christopher J. S
   *Consumer ADR in Europe*
   KJC3923 .H63 2012

17. Davies, A. C. L. (Anne C. L.)
   *EU labour law*
   KJE2855 .D38 2012

18. Finke, Daniel
   *Reforming the European Union: realizing the impossible*
   xvi, 227 pages: illustrations 24 cm.
   KJE4443 .J32007 .F5 2012

19. Armutage, Livingston
   *Reforming justice: a journey to fairness in Asia*
   KNC108 .A76 2012

20. Zhang, Qianfan, 1964-
    *The constitution of China: a contextual analysis*
    xxxiii, 281 pages 22 cm.
    KNQ2070 .Z43 2012

21. Harding, Andrew, 1950-
    *The constitution of Malaysia: a contextual analysis*
    KPG1744 .51957 .H37 2012
HUMAN RIGHTS

22 Barilan, Yechiel Michael, 1966-
*Human dignity, human rights, and responsibility : the new language of global bioethics and biolaw*
BJ1533.R42 B37 2012

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

23 Palfrey, John G. (John Gorham), 1972-
*Intellectual property strategy*
HD53.P35 2012

24 *New frontiers in the philosophy of intellectual property*
K1401.N48 2012

25 *Life sciences and chemical patent practice in Canada : a practical guide*
KE2919.L54 2011

26 Graham, Chris Scott
*Protecting trade secrets before, during, and after litigation : an insider’s guide to identifying and protecting trade secrets for trial lawyers and in-house counsel*
Chicago, Ill. : American Bar Association, c2012. xvi, 310 p. 23 cm.
KF3197.G73 2012

INTERNATIONAL LAW

27 Becroft, Ross
*The standard of review in WTO dispute settlement : critique and development*
K4610.S.B43 2012

28 *Law in Iraq : a document companion*
KMJ68.L39 2012

29 *Careers in international law*
KZ1238.U55 C37 2012
LEGAL PROFESSION, HISTORY, ETHICS AND EDUCATION

32 Ekland-Olson, Sheldon, 1944-
How ethical systems change: lynching and capital punishment
HV9950.E45 2012

33 Kennedy, Dennis M., 1958-
Facebook in one hour for lawyers
Chicago, Ill. : ABA Law Practice Management Section, c2012. vii, 179 p. : col. ill. 22 cm.
KF320.I57 K463 2012

34 Mousourakis, George
Fundamentals of Roman private law
KJA147.M687 2012

35 Valerani, Massimo
Medieval public justice
KK H4610.V3513 2012

36 Oxford dictionary of humorous quotations
PN6084.H8 O94 2012

OTHER AREAS OF LAW

37 Passionate politics; [DVD videorecording] : the life and work of Charlotte Bunch
HQ1413.B86 P37 2011
38 Matthies, Carl F
Issues in policing: identifying barriers to diversity in law enforcement agencies
11 pages: illustrations (some color) 28 cm.
HV8143 .M38 2012

39 The secrets of law
K487.S43 S43 2012

40 Amateur media: social, cultural and legal perspectives
K564.C6 A835 2013

41 Evaluation of the Arkansas tobacco settlement program: progress through 2011
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, 2012. xxvi, 66 p.: ill. (some col.) 28 cm.
KFA3844.T63 E92 2012

42 Evaluation of the Arkansas tobacco settlement program: progress through 2011.
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, c2012. 9 p.: ill. (some col.) 28 cm.
KFA3844.T63 E921 2012

43 West's California code forms, with practice commentaries.
KFC30.5.W47 G68 2012

PROPERTY

44 OECD territorial reviews: [electronic resource].
YHC108.C4 O34 2012

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

45 Dixon, Lloyd S
Hedge funds and systemic risk
Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, 2012. xxx, 115 p.: ill. 23 cm.
HG4930 .D58 2012

46 The U.S. drug policy landscape: insights and opportunities for improving the view
Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 2012. xiv, 51 p.: ill. 28 cm.
HV5825 .U562 2012
WISCONSIN LAW

47 Drefahl, Wendy, author
Preventing critical financial mistakes during divorces / authors, Wendy Drefahl, Corinne Kaplan, Thomas D. Klein, Christopher S. Krimmer, Julie A. O'Halloran.
Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2012. 4 unnumbered pages, 128 pages 28 cm.
FW2500.A75 P73 2012

48 Business contracts A to Z
[iii], 163 pages : forms 28 cm.
KFW2550.A75 B87 2012

49 "May it please the court" :effective case presentation at trial
Eau Claire, Wis. : National Business Institute, c2012. [iii], 134 pages 28 cm.
KFW2938.A75 M29 2012

WOMEN AND LAW

50 Passionate politics[DVD videorecording] :the life and work of Charlotte Bunch
HQ1413.B86 P37 2011